
 

 

Wednesday, 29
th
 January 2020 

 
Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
At our recent Learner Conferences there were a number of questions regarding the new decodable reading books. To 
make it clearer as to why your child is reading a book from a certain phonic phase, I have outlined overleaf the end of 
phase expectations for each phonics phase. This is what is expected of your child by the end of each phase. If your 
child is less confident in a very specific area of a phase they may still be moved onto the next phase and the specific 
part will run alongside the new phase. The majority of the expected outcomes should however be achieved and 
embedded before your child moves to the next phase. Teaching reflects the phase your child is working at, with 
differentiated activities and additional support planned for if needed. 
 
Your child is encouraged to select books across the phase they are reading at, reading a range of fiction, non- fiction 
and poetry. Teacher support with this is given and the books they are reading are recorded on a checklist to ensure 
good coverage and that books are being selected from the correct phase.  
 
Children can change their books once they have read them at home. Keeping a book for more than one read 
increases word recognition, fluency and knowledge of the book content, allowing children to develop skills in 
expression, pace and meaning.  
 
A termly overview for each year group EYFS, Year One and Year Two can be found in our Phonics Strategy on the 
school website. 
 
If your child is in KS2 and still needs support with phonics, they will continue to work through the phases as part of 
their reading additional support and bring home a decodable book to read at their phonic phase. 
 
Once a child can read confidently, fluently and expressively and has met the majority of Phase 6 outcomes, they will 
then move to Purple/Turquoise colour band (which matches with phase 6 levelled books) and continue to work 
through the colour bands and onto Y, S and S+ books. 
 
I hope this answers some of the questions and gives you a clearer picture of how reading is developed within school. 
Feel free to come and ask questions about your child’s reading at any time. 
 
Mrs M Moore 
KS1 leader 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



End of Phonics Phase Expectations 
 

Phase 2 phonemes: s, a, t, p,         i, n, m, d,        g, o, c, k,       ck, e, u, r,     h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss 
By the end of Phase 2 children should:  To be able to blend and segment in order to 

read and spell (using magnetic letters or 
written) VC words such as if, am, up and 
‘silly names’ such as ip, og and ock. 

 Most children will be able to form letters 
correctly in the air, in sand or with a 
paintbrush and should be able to control a 
pencil sufficiently well to write letters l,t,i and 
make an attempt at h,n and m. 

 Give the sound when shown any Phase Two 
letter. 

 Find any Phase 2 letter, from a display, 
when given the sound. 

 Be able to orally blend (put sounds together) 
and segment (break words up) CVC words-
e.g cat,bed. 

 Be able to read the five tricky words        the, 
to, I, no, go. 
 

Phase 3 phonemes:  j, v, w, x,    y, z, zz, qu     Consonant digraphs: ch, sh, th, ng 
Vowel digraphs: ai, ee, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, er. Trigraphs: ear, air, igh, ure 
By the end of Phase 3 children should:  Be able to segment and make a plausible 

attempt at spelling CVC words(consisting of 
Phase Two and Phase Three graphemes). 

 To be able to read the tricky words 
he, she, we, me, be, was, my, you, her, they, 
all, are. 

 To be able to spell the tricky words 
I, to, the ,no, go 

 Write each letter correctly when following a 
model. 

 Give the sound when shown all or most 
Phase Two and Phase Three graphemes. 

 Find all or most Phase Two and Phase 
Three graphemes, from a display, when 
given the sound. 

 Be able to blend and read CVC(consisting of 
Phase Two and Phase Three  graphemes). 

 

Phase 4- no new phonemes 

By the end of Phase 4 children should:  Be able to spell the tricky words 
he, she, we, me, be, was, my, you, her, all, 
are. 

 Write each letter, usually correctly. 

 Give the sound when shown any Phase Two 

and Phase Three grapheme. 

 Find any Phase Two and Phase Three 
grapheme, from a display, when given the 
sound. 

 Be able to blend and read words containing 
adjacent consonants (e.g milk, bend, skid) 

 Be able to read the tricky words 
some, one, said, come, do, so, were, when, 
have, there, out, like, little, what. 

 

Phase 5- alternatives for known phonemes 

By the end of Phase 5 children should:  

 Give the sound when shown any grapheme 
that has been taught. 

 For any given sound, write the common 
graphemes. 

 Apply phonic knowledge and skill as the 
prime approach to reading and spelling 
unfamiliar words that are not completely 
decodable. 

 Read and spell phonically decodable two- 
syllable and three- syllable words. 

 Read automatically all the words in the list of 
100 high frequency words. 

 Accurately spell most of the words in the list 
of 100 high frequency words. 

 Form each letter correctly. 

 

By the end of Phase 6 children should:  

 Be able to spell using the past tense. 

 Apply rules for adding  -ing, -ed, -er, -est, -
ful, -ly and -y, plurals 

 Be able to differentiate between spelling 
patterns. 

 Read automatically a growing list of words. 

 Use different strategies to spell and read 
high frequency and topic words( Syllables, 
mnemonics, base words, analogy) 

 Be able to spell an increasing number of 
words accurately in their independent 
writing. 

 Use strategies and aids such as dictionaries, 
proof reading, spelling logs and spelling 
checkers.  

 Apply comprehension skills by activating 

prior knowledge, clarifying meanings – with a 

focus on vocabulary work, generating 
questions, interrogating the text,  
constructing mental images during reading,  
summarising. 

 

 


